
Style Watch 
STYLE@ HOME 

Q What is your dress style? 

A I guess you can consider my style 

smart-casual. because I usually like 

to be in Jeans. especially well-worn ones 

with nice and soft material. I'd pair this with 
well-designed dress shirts and a jacket for 

more formal occasions. That's my standard 
attire while I'm at work. Interestingly enough, 

I realised that I would unconsciously end 
up wearing clothes that match the color 

schemes I'm proposing to clients that day 
For the other t imes when I'm not at work, I'd 

dress according to my mood for the day I 
love wearing dresses as it's comfortable and 

fun when pairing it with the right accessories. 

What's your favourite colour? 

In my younger days, I loved blue. However, 

as I matured I began preferring more 
colourful shades. And when 1t comes to 

colours I like to work with for interior design, 

I tend towards shades of grey, which can 

be easily paired with earthy tones as well as 
vibrant colors. 

What are the dominant colours in your 

own home? 
I opted for a natural palette filled with muted 

neutral colours for my home. It's a little 
different from my projects because I tend to 

be more adventurous in proposing brighter 

colours and styles for my clients. 

What are some of your favourite 

furniture brands? 

I really like the modern looks of furn1sh1ng 

pieces from G1orgett1 I appreciate the 
soft and curvy lines that help the furniture 

to achieve a balance between feminine 

and masculine contrasts Paltrona Frau 1s 

also another brand I admire because of its 
beautiful forms and sophisticated detailing 

As for furniture with classical styles, I like the 
Italian label Merom 

How much personal time do you get 
these days? 

I must admit that as a designer. 1t 1s really 
tough to have much personal time You 

have to be kept constantly updated about 
things going on with your projects all 

the time in order to make sure things go 

smoothly I work six days a week and Sunday 

IS the only day I would make 1t a po int not to 
do any work 
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C: 

What do you do to relax? 

Simple things make me happy I like 

massages and hanging out with friends. 

watching movies as well as cycling along 

East Coast Park and enioy great food On top 
of that I also make sure I head overseas at 

least once or twice a year to find 1nsp1rat1on 

for my future projects I love spending time 
touring parts of Europe 1n winter 

What's an essential piece of furniture 
in your home? 

The dining set I'm using has been 

passed down three generations. so 1t 
means a lot to me 

What's your favourite food? 

Chocolates I have 1t everyday with 
mycoffee B 
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The Art Of 
Splendour 
PREMIUM INTERIOR DESIGN FIRM THE PLUSH 
APPROACHES EVERY PROJECT LIKE A WORK 
OF ART, CREATING HOMES THAT ARE MORE 
THAN JUST PICTURE-PERFECT 

STEP INTO A HOME DESIGNED BY INTERIOR DESIGN 
firm The Plush, and the difference 1s immediately palpable: 
whether the design style 1s elaborately classical or clean and 
modern, the space will be d1st1nguished by a plethora of well
considered details and a harmonious sense of balance. 

It's an achievement made possible by the firm's guiding 
philosophy to treat every interior design project as a piece of 
art. Helmed by design director Evelina Hu, the firm works to 
accompttsh a fine balance between aesthetic qualities such as 
balance and proportion, and functionality. 

Feat Of Excellence 
The Plush has an 1mpress1ve portfolio encompassing exclusive 
res1dent1al and commercial proiects here and 1n places such as 
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, the Philippines 
and Shanghai. 

A prime showcase of the team's thoughtful approach to design 
is this double-storey penthouse condominium in M1llenn1um 
Residence in Bangkok. The homeowner's brief for the design of 
this eight-room unit provided the firm with a clear direction. Says 
Hu, "The owner wanted something that was nice and elegant, 
and gave us free rem aside from h1ghlight1ng their specific spatial 
requirements, such as a spa room, an exercise room and a walk-in 
wardrobe with an electronic system." 

Taking into account these requests and the proiect's cultural 
backdrop, Hu and her team focused on transforming the 7,000 
sq ft space into a haven of contemporary style with trad1t1onal 
accents. As with many art1st1c endeavours, Hu wanted to tell a 
story through her work. She explains, "The Fountain of Youth is 
a legendary spring that reputedly restores the youth of anyone 
who drinks or bathes in its waters. The inspiration behind this 
proiect was the ever so elegant lady whose youth freezes even 
when time flies." 

An Artistic Vision 
Many details within the home evoke this muse. In the living room, 
for instance, customised lighting makes a remarkable style 
statement. Set against a rippling, stainless steel ceillng designed 
to resemble water, the "cage"-like light fixture features glass 
sculptures of birds, brought together to paint an abstract picture 
of birds flying out of their cage and the water. This motif 1s echoed 
in a watt light accented by glass bird sculptures. 

Below the light, the striking S-shaped sofa taking centre stage 
in the living room was inspired by swans. It was the perfect piece 
to accentuate the smooth and curving structure of the home, 
says Hu, adding, "We can't think of anything that moves more 
gracefully than a swan." 

To accentuate the ceiling's significant seven-metre height, 
Hu and her team created an imposing television console 
featuring a criss-cross design inspired by "the back design of a 
lady's gown", and completed it with high-gloss spray paint and 
a mirrored surface. 

Flair For Details 
No less attention was paid to each of the other rooms. Exuding 
a sense of tradition and serenity, the spa room features a wood· 
clad celling and quaint decorative details. In the powder room, 
customised floral tiles and onyx accents create a fashionably 
elegant atmosphere. Each of the four guest rooms in the home 
were also given an lnd1vlduaJ theme and furnished accordingly 

The results are a stunning display of the team's ded1cat1on to 
their craft, and their flair for creating impeccably elegant living 
spaces with d1stinct1ve 1dent1t1es. Little wonder, then, that more 
than 95 per cent of their clients are referrals from prev,oU'i 
clients. V1s1t The Plush to better understand how Hu and her team 
can create a visually stunning home that meets your net'ds 
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